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Dear Harvest Partner,
We’re working on a very special project and I’m running a little late on this letter. It continues the April letter.
We will note things that have happened since 2005. The economy in 2008 had a bad recession. In March 11, 2011
Japan had the most spectacular earthquake causing much devastation. An island arose off the cost of Turkey and
also Australia. A large asteroid struck in Russia. Extreme weather: California has had one of its wettest years
almost losing the Oroville Dam. And now we will continue with the scroll #319 that Brother Neal Frisby wrote.
Besides a mixture of weather there will be a great drought come across the land. You can prepare yourself
for some powerful upheavals in the weather and the four elements. If you notice the Lord is warning His
children to stay prepared – steadfast!
Within just three years there will be such powerful changes and upheavals that you’ll think you’re on
another planet! To some it may seem unbelievable but it shall be so, saith the Lord. They will think they
woke up in a nightmare. – Worse!
CONTINUED – Robotic technology and inventions work like magic. Our whole way of life will change
swiftly in the periods we spoke of. And the raging of the earth, people will continue uproar on every side,
many without resources or food.
We will have some asteroids coming, comets, and meteors, etc. You might say the July fireworks are in the
making especially in the 2008-2012 period. In other words, the elements in charge. The thoughts and minds
of people will go under another cataclysmic change. Somewhere up in those dates the Lord revealed to me
Joseph’s rainbow coat, showing us redemption drawing closer. God leaves it as a mystery for His Elect to
think about. The years 2014-2017 will bring another momentous erratic and radical time period. Also up
through these earlier periods money will have to change and have a backing like in Western Europe or
similar. As we said before a whole system change will have to occur.
THE HEAVENS ABOVE will unveil some great signs and mysterious wonders. Astronomers will be
amazed, also puzzled. The Almighty himself will be showing something special alerting the nearness of
His return. Like He said in Luke 21:25, “And there shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon, and in the
stars; and upon the earth distress of nations, with perplexity; the sea and the waves roaring.” We’re in it
now seemingly no limit of what can suddenly pop up or leap forth.
IN THE PERIOD AHEAD it will be like seeing a thousand years of events in a short period. His shadow is
passing through the midnight hour. He’s bundling up the tares and putting His wheat into the barn. Matt.
13:30, “Let both grow together until the harvest: and in the time of harvest I will say to the reapers, Gather
ye together first the tares, and bind them in bundles to burn them: but gather the wheat into my barn.” The
fullness of the age looms before us. Through all these dates we’re nearing “in a moment, in a twinkling of
an eye” meaning upward! – You may think this is in epic proportions, but it is! I guess it took me by
surprise!
SOME WILL NEVER DREAM what they’re going to see in the next few years. We can look back and
finally see what God has given us. It will back up exactly what He foretold! We’re now headed for not only
strange changes but also massive events. They’ll never realize until it hits! The divine purpose is to hold
steadfast! He’s very close to those He loves.
In some of the projected dates this is bound to come, Joel 2:30, “And I will show wonders in the heavens
and in the earth, blood, and fire, and pillars of smoke.” Some of this script has taken place and will reach its
fulfillment in the future dates. Don’t forget to remember always Matt. 25:10. (end quote)
This month I am releasing a book called “This Generation – Part Three” and a DVD, “Jesus All Power”. Your
continued support will be very important for this amazing project that I have been working on and I know the
Lord Jesus will bless each and every one of you. May His wisdom continually be with you!

All three CD’s ($15.00 donation)
“Revival of Joy”
“The Anointed Treasure”
“Life & That Abundantly”

DVD release: “Jesus All Power”
Also available: “The Ultimate Example”
P.O. Box 20707
($20.00 donation each)
Phoenix, AZ 85036
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